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Introduction



How might we create a recognizable and quality 
brand that provides knowledge and caters to a 
large audience?

the problem



Name of company: Bestie’s Blend

Current product line: Signature Blend, Beard Oil, and 
Body/Massage Oil

Intended users: Men and Women of all ages including young or mature skin

Possible Ingredients: Coconut oil, hemp, camellia seed, & other essential oils

Brand story

Current packaging plan: Glass dropper bottles, possibly amber colored

Branding ideals: Natural based ingredients that work for a range of people, brand transparency, and 
ingredient education

the problem

Where We Started



The 5E User Experience Model

the problem



Research Findings



With our new and more refined curiosity, we began asking the following 
questions to anyone who would participate, to get real answers. We 
completed this task via interview and public survey.

Demographics (Age, Gender, Ethnicity, Place of Residence)

What type of experience they have with skincare

Brands they trusted and why

Names they would trust

Where they shop for products

Most important factors in buying a skin or beard care product

Top three social media platforms used

what we found



We surveyed 20 people ranging from ages 21 - 49

what we found

20 % Male 80% Female



what we found

Survey Result Findings

Q: Do you have experience with skincare?

60% people had some experience with skincare

20% Yes, a lot 

20% dont have any experience at all

Q: What is the most important thing to you when buying a skincare or beard 
care product? 

Ingredients and sampling was the primary reasons for trusting a product



Q: Where do you shop for your skincare or beard care products, if anywhere?

Most people Most people shop at Target, Ulta, or Online for proshop at Target, 
Ulta, or Online for products

Q: What types of social media / entertainment do you use most frequently?

The most used social media is instagram 75% of users
Followed by facebook with 60%

Q: Which of these names would you use for skincare and/or beard care?

Out of four variations of the name Besties Blends (incuding the original name), 
Best Blends was selected as name participants would grab first. The original 
name, tested the lowest out of the four. 

what we found



what we found

Benefits of Name Change

- Increase ease of marketing

- Flexibility for line naming (Best Beard Oil, Best Signature Blend, Best Beard Oil)

- Prioritized in web-search results to appear first

- Appeals to a larger audience by being a genderless name *

- Optimizes the web address to “bestblends.com” for quicker search time



what we found

Our Goals Based on Research Findings

To use what we know about brand history and product ingredients to inform our 
branding decisions

To use the suggested name to effectively market to a wide audience

To use the suggested name to create a marketing campaign ‘Feel Your Best’

To create packaging that operates as a unique user interface, providing an experience 
within recieving and opening your products



Outcomes



outcomes

Visual Inspiration



outcomes

Competitive Product Space

















outcomes

Other Suggestions 

Invest in advertisement on Instagram and Facebook first. Secondary advertisement 
can be done on TikTok and Pinterest. 



outcomes

Other Suggestions 

We reccomend a campaign called “Feel Your Best”, where your consumers can 
participate in a hashtag “ #feelingmybest. Creates user engagement with the brand on 
the online space. 

We also reccomend offering sample, trial sized kits for a lesser price. This will give 
people a chance to experience your product and test it on their skin, since there is no 
in store try on availability. In surveys, samples were said to built trust for the brand. 



Thank You


